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Exploring Dryad: data publishing 
for discovery and reuse
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Hi, I’m Sarah!
Head of community engagement at Dryad

● Librarian

● Open data enthusiast

● Here to help!

sarah@datadryad.org
help@datadryad.org 

mailto:sarah@datadryad.org
mailto:help@datadryad.org
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What you’ll 
learn today
● When (and why) Dryad a good choice for your data

● What to do to prepare your data for sharing

● How to submit to Dryad and what happens along the way

● How Dryad helps extend the reach of your data and how you can keep 
track of engagement



An open data publishing platform 
& community committed to the 
open availability and routine 
re-use of all research data

44



➔ Serving all research domains
➔ Leader in research data
➔ Interconnected
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49,600+ data publications 
193,300+ researchers

69,100+ international institutions
1,270+ academic journals



Basics
Data and metadata are:

Fully curated

Permanently stored in our 
CoreTrustSeal repository

Published under a Creative Commons 
Public Domain (CC0) license

Accessible via our open API

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.xd2547dd5
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What data is a best fit for Dryad?

Great fit

● Data from any discipline (and 

interdisciplinary data)

● Data ready and intended for 

broad sharing and reuse

Has a better home elsewhere

● Data that has an appropriate 

home in a disciplinary or 

specialist repository

● Data that requires a long-term 

embargo or managed access

● Data containing personally 

identifiable information (PII) or 

other sensitive content



Any field. Any format. 

Submit data in any file format from any field of 
research. Share all of the data from a project in one 
place.



Quality control and assistance.

Our curators will check your files before they are 
released, and help you follow best practices.



Engagement and impact.

See the impact of your data through metrics and 
citations. We assign your dataset a DOI and make it 
discoverable online.



Straightforward compliance. 

Submit your data to satisfy publisher and funder 
requirements for preservation and availability with a 
minimum of effort.



Community-led. 

Dryad is a nonprofit membership organization that is 
committed to making data available for research 
and educational reuse now and into the future.



Sponsored. 

Through your institution’s Dryad membership, data 
publication charges are 100% covered.



Access
Authentication via ORCID

Affiliation verification through SSO 

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.h18931zjs



datadryad.org 







Preparation
Gather all data needed for reanalysis

Verify files can be shared publicly

Choose open file formats

Organize files logically 

Describe your dataset in a detailed 
README file

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.v1r28



Submission
Collects necessary 
metadata
Links dataset to other 
outputs
Ingests and validates files

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.qv14t



Pathways

https://blog.datadryad.org/2023/01/13/for-journals-integrate-with-dryad-now-with-ejournalpress/
https://blog.datadryad.org/2021/10/21/product-update-editorial-manager-integrates-with-dryad/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4TjcjYv1ic  

https://blog.datadryad.org/2023/01/13/for-journals-integrate-with-dryad-now-with-ejournalpress/
https://blog.datadryad.org/2021/10/21/product-update-editorial-manager-integrates-with-dryad/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4TjcjYv1ic


Describe 
your data Journal Info

Dataset Title

Author(s)

Research Area

Funding Info

Abstract

DOI assigned upon 
submission & does not 
change



Describe 
your data

Keywords

Methods

Usage Notes

Related Works



Upload 
your data

● CC0 license for Dryad 
files; CCBY for 
Zenodo

● Open, accessible file 
types 
(non-proprietary)

● Tabular data 
validator 
automatically checks 
the format and 
structure of CSV, XLS, 
XLSX file formats

● 300GB limit, up to 1TB

README file

1 data file



Review and 
next steps

Private for Peer 
Review option







Curation
Ensures data is 
appropriate and licensed 
for sharing
Verifies data is accessible 
and usable
Supports authors

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.rjdfn2zcc



“Data should be of sufficient 
quality to validate and 
replicate research findings”

* 
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-21-013.html#_ftn8
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Publishing
Ensures metadata quality
Increases discoverability 
Connects data with other 
research outputs
Promotes data citation
Makes data count

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.k86k2







Reach
Indexed by relevant 
aggregators
Discoverable in Google, 
Google Dataset Search, 
Scopus, Web of Science, 
and more

Image CC0 https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4b8gthtbw







We’re here 
to help

Help & support help@datadryad.org

General inquiries hello@datadryad.org

Community sarah@datadryad.org

mailto:help@datadryad.org
mailto:hello@datadryad.org
mailto:sarah@datadryad.org


Archiving Data
Prof. Andrew Beckerman
School of Biosciences

Board of Directors, DRYAD
Editor in Chief, Ecology and Evolution 

(Wiley - British Ecol Sco - Eur Soc Evol Bio)



Archiving is hard work



Lucky!



Archiving is hard work



Work Harder…

● Tidy Data in Findable, 
Accessible, 
Interoperable, and 
Re-usable format 
(FAIR).

○ NOT PDF, not xlsx, not 
platform specific format.

● Find a place to store 
it

○ The repository
● Possibly pay for the 

honour, service and 
benefits.



Work Harder…

● Tidy 
Code/Photos/Pipeline in 
(FAIR)format: 

○ Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable, and 
Re-usable.

○ NOT PDF, not xlsx, not 
platform specific.

● Find a place to store 
it

○ The repository
● Possibly pay for the 

honour, service and 
benefits.



Old Definition
The Methods Section.

● Sufficient description 
of the processes by 
which the figures and 
inference in your 
manuscript were 
developed.

● Sufficient = SOMEONE 
ELSE CAN MAKE IT 
HAPPEN.

● Maybe somebody got in 
touch to collaborate or 
ask for the data



Old Definition
The Methods Section.

● Sufficient description of 
the processes by which 
the figures and inference 
in your manuscript were 
developed.

● Maybe?  Definitely 
Hopefully someone can use 
your data…

● DATA ARCHIVING IS 
VALUABLE.

○ Making the data
○ Translating the data into 

figures, graphs, tables and 
inference.



Perceived Risks and 
Benefits



Risks
Somebody does something 
with your data before you 
do.

Somebody finds errors.

Somebody makes money and 
you don’t.



Have YOU ever used someone else’s data?

Do you know anyone who has used someone else’s 
data?

Do you know anyone who’s data has been used?



Risks
● Somebody does something 

with your data before 
you do.

○ EMBARGOS
○ ATTRIBUTION

● Somebody finds errors.
○ Better late than never
○ Improved science



Benefits ● Somebody does something 
with your data 

● Somebody finds errors.



Benefits

● Somebody does something 
with your data 

○ Meta-analysis
○ New analysis
○ People without good 

libraries can benefit
■ Global South 

researchers 
■ Policy/ Government/ 

Business 
○ Collaboration
○ Attribution

● Somebody finds errors.
○ Better late than never
○ Improved science



The Open Data (Research) 
Landscape



Who’s involved and 
Why all the Hoo-Ha?

Governments

Gov and Non-Gov Funders

Publishers

Societies

Data and Code Repositories

Researchers



Funders 
(UKRI, BBSRC, NERC, 
EPSRC, Royal Society, 

EU)

Advocates 
(OSF, rOpenSci)

Societies 
(Genetics, SEB, BES, 

ESEB, EGU)

Data Repositories and 
Data Publishers, Code 

Publishers
(DRYAD, NCBI, Zenodo, 
FigShare, GitHub)

Publishers 
(Wiley, OUP, Elsevier, 

PLOS)

Journals 
Society + Wiley, OUP, 

Elsevier

Researchers 
(You!)



The Burden IS on you/us 
at the moment… 
this will change





Who’s involved and 
Why all the Hoo-Ha?

Pay Attention, Get 
Involved, Know the Options

Talk to the Library!

Talk to your primary 
academic society and 
publishing team.

Have a lab meeting about 
OA, OD, OR.



Specifying a repository 
in your DMP

Scholarly Communications Team
The University Library

© The University of Sheffield
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Remember ...

Factors for 
your DMP

• Subject - is there an appropriate repository?

• Sensitivity - does access need to be restricted?

• Collaborators - where are they sharing their data?

• Selection for archiving - can all data be shared in the same way?

• You may not need to choose a repository, but you should describe it

• You may need more than one solution

• Your choices may affect the metadata that you collect

Repository choice in Data Management Planning
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• Creates a DOI for your data

• Offers options for
o level of public access
o licence e.g. Creative Commons
o embargo period

• Record details in ORDA, even if data is 
stored elsewhere

• More information on the RDM webpages

Depositing data in ORDA - orda.shef.ac.uk

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management/orda
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Weʼre here to help

Email
rdm@sheffield.ac.uk

Website
sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management

DMPs
sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management/planning

Training
sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management/training

mailto:rdm@sheffield.ac.uk
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management/planning
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/research-data-management/training

